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An ab initio calculation (single and double excitation plus Davidson correction) have been performed for
the molecule Yttrium monosulfide YS. The potential energy curves of 55 electronic states in the represen-
tation X(±), including the spin–orbit (SO) effects, have been calculated along with the corresponding spec-
troscopic constants. The SO effects are taken into account via a semi-empirical pseudo-potential for
yttrium atom, while they have been neglected for sulfur. A very good agreement is displayed by compar-
ing the present results with those obtained experimentally for the two states 2P1/2 and 4P1/2. For the
investigated electronic states without spin–orbit, the permanent dipole moments as a function of the
internuclear distance, the eigenvalues Ev, the rotational constants Bv, the centrifugal distortion constant
Dv and the abscissa of the turning points rmin and rmax have been investigated. New results have been
obtained for 21 electronic states including their SO components.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Interests in transition metal diatomic molecules arise because
they can be considered as prototypes to understand the role played
by the d orbitals in bonding, catalysis, organic synthesis, and cos-
mochemistry [1]. In astrophysics, the presence of Yttrium mono-
sulfide in stellar atmospheres is possible similarly to Zirconium
sulfide which has been identified as the carrier of the Keenan
bands in the spectrum of cool S-type stars [2]. These molecules
are useful for examining bonding schemes in simple metal
systems, which then can be generalized to bulk properties [3].
Transition metal sulfides are another class of interesting 4d mole-
cules. Unlike the oxides, these species are not well studied
experimentally.

The spectra and structure of Yttrium mono-sulfide YS has been
the subject of limited number of theoretical and experimental
studies. The experimental observations of the spectra of this mol-
ecule revealed the existence of strong perturbations leading to
unobvious assignment of the perturbing states [4,5]. In literature
the five states X2R+, A02D, A2P, 4U, and 4P have been studied the-
oretically without spin orbit [6,7] while the states X2R+, B2R, A2P1/

2, A2P3/2 and 4P±1/2 have been studied experimentally [4,7–10].
Kowalczyk et al. [11] performed a high resolution excitation spec-
trum of gaseous YS and reported the (0,0) band of the
A 1/2 X transition, which was rotationally analyzed, and
a set of spectroscopic constants were given. More recently, Steimle
and Virgo [5] studied the optical Stark effect in the (0,0)
A2Q

1/2 X2P+ band systems of YS molecule, and measured the
magnitude of the permanent dipole moment for the A2Q

1/2 and
A2Q

3/2 states. Stringat et al. [9] obtained electronic spectra of the
YS molecule in the red and near-infrared spectral regions where
several bands belonging to the A2P X2R+ and B2R+ X2R+ sys-
tems have been reported. Further, James et al. [4] reported the
X2R+ and B2R+ states with the two low-lying stable quartet states
4U and 4P of the molecule YS through a molecular beam fluores-
cence spectroscopy technique. By using the optical Stark effect,
the permanent dipole moments of the X2R+ and B2R+ states and
those of A2P1/2 and A2P3/2 states were determined by James and
Simard [7] and Steimle and Virgo [5], respectively.

Recently we studied the lowest lying electronic states in the
representation 2s+1K(±), without spin orbit effect SO, of the YS mol-
ecule [12] while the molecules YCl [13] and YI [14] have been stud-
ied by taking into consideration the SO effects. The present
investigation is devoted to the prediction of the electronic struc-
ture of the YS molecule including the relativistic SO effects.
2. Computational approach

The potential energy curves (PECs) of the lowest-lying elec-
tronic states of the molecule YS, taking into consideration the spin
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Fig. 1. Potential energy curves for 10 states X = 1/2 of the molecule YS.
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orbit effect, has been investigated via CASSCF method. Multirefer-
ence CI calculations (single and double excitations with Davidson
corrections) were performed to determine the correlation effects.
The entire CASSCF configuration space was used as the reference
in the MRCI calculations. Yttrium is treated in an all-electron
scheme, the 39 electrons of the yttrium atom are considered using
a contracted Gaussian basis set from literature [15,16] for s, p, d
functions and to which we added one f function (27s 20p 17d 1f/
12s 7p 7d 1f). The exponent of this f-function was taken to be
0.26. The SO effects for Yttrium have been introduced via a semi-
empirical pseudo-potential which has been used previously for
the SO calculations of YCl and YI molecules [13,14]. The sulfur spe-
Fig. 2. Potential energy curves for nine
cies is treated as a system of 16 electrons by using the Rydberg4
basis set [17] for s, p, and d functions. The SO effects for sulfur atom
have been neglected. The calculations were performed in two
ways: (i) in the first the active space contains 3r(Y: 5s, 5pz, 4d0),
1p(Y: 5px,y, 4d±2), and 1d(Y: 4d±2) orbitals in the C2v symmetry, this
corresponds to 3 valence electrons distributed over 9 active molec-
ular orbitals classified into the irreducible representations a1, b1, b2

and a2 in the following way: 4a1, 2b1, 2b2, 1a2, noted [4,2,2,1],
while the doubly occupied orbital 1r(Y:4s) of Yttrium was consid-
ered inactive in CAS-SCF calculations. (ii) In the second type of cal-
culations the active space contains 4r(Y: 5s, 5pz,4d0, S: 3pz), 3p(Y:
5px,y, 4d±1, S: 3px,y), and 1d(Y: 4d±2) orbitals, this corresponds to
states X = 1/2 of the molecule YS.



Fig. 3. Potential energy curves for 15 states X = 3/2 of the molecule YS.
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seven valence electrons distributed over 12 active molecular orbi-
tals classified into the irreducible representation [5,3,1] while the
doubly occupied orbital 1r(Y:4s) of Yttrium was considered inac-
tive in CAS-SCF calculations. The energies for X(±) states have been
Fig. 4. Potential energy curves for the states X = 5/2 (12-full lines),
obtained from the diagonalization of the matrix energy corre-
sponding to a total hamiltonian, which is the sum of the electro-
static hamiltonian previously treated at the CASSCF/MRCI level
and the SO pseudo-potential WPS

SO. This matrix was built up on
X = 7/2 (8-dotted lines), X = 9/2 (1 – ) of the molecule YS.



Table 2
Composition of X-state wave functions of the molecule YS, in terms of K-states (in
percentage) at r = 2.32 Å.

X % (K-parent) X % (K-parent)

(1)1/2 99.9% X2R+ (11)3/ 62.29% (4)2P; 31.34%
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the basis of CASSCF wave functions, while diagonal matrix ele-
ments came from CI plus Davidson correction calculations. All
the calculations have been performed via the computational chem-
istry program MOLPRO [18] taking advantage of the graphical user
interface GABEDIT [19].
2 (2)4P;6% (1)4R�;0.39%
(1)4D

(2)1/2 96.64% (1)2P; 3.36% (2)2R+ (12)
3/2

72.3% (2)4P;22.25%
(1)4R�; 2.25% (1)4D;3.2%
(4)2P

(3)1/2 96.69% (2)2R+; 3.31% (1)2P (13)3/
2

99% (5)2P; 0.61% (2)2D;
0.39% (3)2D

(4)1/2 100% (2)2P (14)3/
2

99.84% (6)2P; 0.16%
(1)4R+

(5)1/2 100% (1)4P (15)3/
2

100% (2)4D

(6)1/2 99.08% (3)2P; 0.56%
(1)4R+; 0.12(3)2R+;
0.24(1)4P

(1)5/2 99.99% (1)2D

(7)1/2 98.87% (1)4R+; 0.38%
(1)4P; 0.75% (3)2P

(2)5/2 99.48% (1)4 P; 0.16% (1)4

D
(8)1/2 91.91% (1)4D; 6.3% (1)4D;

1.75% (2)4P; 0.04% (6)2P
(3)5/2 100% (1)4U

(9)1/2 96.42% (3)2R+; 1.1% (4)2P;
0.53% (5)2P; .95% (1)2R�

(4)5/2 98.57% (1)2U; 1.43(2)2D

(10) 1/2 75.21% (1)4R�; 23.24%
(2)4P; 1.54% (1)4D

(5)5/2 97.56% (1)4D; 0.6% (2)2P;
0.06% (1)4U;.78% (1)4D

(11)1/2 18% (3)2R+; 41.16% (4)2P;
9.95% (2)4P; 30% (1)4R�

(6)5/2 97.7% (2)2D; 2% (2)2U;
0.3% (1)4D

(12) 1/2 86% (2)4P; 12% (1)4R�; 2%
(1)2R�

(7)5/2 96.33% (2)2U; 0.92%
(4)2P; 1.74% (2)2D

(13) 1/2 97.69% (1)2R�; 1.59%
(3)2R+; 0.72% (5)2P

(8) 5/
2

100% (2)4P

(14)1/2 98.68% (5)2P; 0.92%
(1)4R�; 0.4% (3)2R+

(9)5/2 99.97% (3)2D; 0.03% (3)2U

(15)1/2 98.81% (2)2R�; 0.26%
(5)2P; 0.93% (4)2R+

(10)5/
2

97.93% (2)4D; 1.69%
(1)4C; 0.38% (3) 2U

(16)1/2 98.3% (4)2R+; 1.7% (2)2R� (11)5/
2

97.74% (1)4C, 0.4% (3)2U,
1.86% (2)2D

(17)1/2 98 % (2)2R�; 1.78% (4)2R+;
0.22% (5)2P

(12)5/
2

99.27% (3)2U; 0.6% (1)4C;
0.13% (2)4D

(18)1/2 99.81% (6)2P; 0.19(3)2 R+ (1)7/2 98.19% (1)4U; 1.81% (1)2

U
(19)1/2 100% (2)4D (2)7/2 99.29% (1)2U; 0.01% (1)4

U; 0.07% (2)2U
(2)3/2 99.71% (1)2P; 0.29% (2)2D (3)7/2 99.45% (1)4D; 0.55% (2)4P
(3)3/2 99.99% (2)2P (4)7/2 99.22% (2)2U; 0.38%

(1)2U; 0.4% (1)4R�

(4)3/2 99.27% (1)4P; 0.58%
(1)4R+; 0.15% (3)2P

(5)7/2 99.62% (2)4D; 0.38% (3)2U

(5)3/2 99.92% (1)4U; 0.08% (1)4D (6)7/2 96.03% (3)2U; 3.63% (1)4C
(6)3/2 99.71% (3)2P; 0.09%

(1)4R+; 0.2% (4)2P
(7)7/2 96.03% (3)2U; 3.63% (1)4C

(7)3/2 97.93% (1)4R+; 0.47%
(3)2P; 0.94% (1)4R�0.15%
(1)4P

(8)7/2 100% (3)2U

(8)3/2 96.92% (1)4D; 0.15%
(1)4R�; 2.1% (2)4P; 0.83%
(2)2D

(1)9/2 97.88% (1)4C, 2.08% (3)2U

2 2
3. Results and discussion

The calculations have been performed for the 55 electronic
states in the representation Xð�Þ. From these calculations we no-
ticed the undulation of the potential energy curves for some higher
excited electronic states for r > 3.0 Å. Boutalib and Gadea [20]
proved that this undulation may be explained by the breaks down
of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation and it may be related to
the personal character of the considered states. By calculating the
diabatic curves they found that these undulations are amplified.
The PECs for the symmetries X = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 9/2, in the range
2.1 Å 6 r 6 3.00 Å, are drawn respectively in the Figs. 1–4. Within
the considered internuclear distance range several crossings and
avoided crossings have been recorded between the potential en-
ergy curves of different electronic states; their positions rAC, the
corresponding parent states and the energy difference DEAC be-
tween the states (n + 1)X/(n)X at these points are displayed in Ta-
ble 1. The composition in percentage of the X state-wave functions
in terms of the K states, calculated at r = 2.32 Å, is presented in Ta-
ble 2. For each state X there is a predominant component K with a
contribution larger than 80% so that a main parent SK may be
identified. Nevertheless, there are states for which a small but sig-
nificant contribution of other K, than the dominant one is ob-
tained. At the Internuclear distance point r = 2.43 Å an avoided
crossing occurs between the (2) ½ state and the (4) ½ state
(Fig. 1). In this region, the percentage composition of spin for the
state (2) ½ change from 96.64% (1)2P to 93% (2)2P while the per-
centage composition of the (4) ½ state change from 100% (2)2P to
96% (1)2P. By fitting the calculated energy values of the different
investigated electronic states to a polynomial in r around the min-
imum, the harmonic frequencies xe, the equilibrium internuclear
distance re, the rotational constants Be, and the transition energies
with respect to the minimum energy of the ground states Te have
been calculated. These values for the states X(±) are displayed in
Table 3 along with the available experimental data in literature.
The calculations of these constants were performed by using the
two sets of valence electrons 3 and 7. If we compare the values
of the spectroscopic constants obtained by these two different
ways we find a small difference with: dTe < 100 cm�1, dre < 0.1 Å,
dxe < 20 cm�1, dBe < 0.01 cm�1 (Table 3 in supplementary materi-
als). Because of this small relative difference in the values calcu-
lated either by three valence electrons or seven valence
electrons, we give in the present paper the tables calculated by
Table 1
Positions of the avoided crossings rAC and the energy difference DEAC at these points
with the corresponding avoided crossings and crossings of K states for X states of YS
molecule.

X (n + 1)X/
nX

rAC

(Å)
DEAC

(cm�1)
Avoided crossing of
K states

Crossings of K
states

3/ 2 2/3 2.42 507 (1)2P and (2)2P

2/5 2.86 132 (2)2P/(1)4U
3/5 2.71 133 (2)2P and (4)2P
1/2 2.56 415 (1)2D/1)2P

1/ 2 2/4 2.43 335 (1)2P and (2)2P

2/5 2.86 672 (2)2P/(1)4U
4/6 2.71 527 (2)2P and(3)2P
3/5 2.67 548 (2)2R+/(1)4P

(9)3/2 98.56% (2) D; 0.99% (4) P;
0.45% (5)2P;

(10)3/2 91.4% (1)4R�; 7.04% (2)4P;
0.79% (1)4R+; 0.77(4)2P
using three valence electrons. To the best of our knowledge, there
are experimental values for the states A2P1/2, A2P3/2 and 4P±1/2 of
YS molecule [4,5,11]. The comparison between these values and
those of the present work shows an excellent agreement. The tran-
sition energy Te and the rotational constant Be of the (1)2P1/2 [2]
are very close to our calculated values with relative differences
dTe/Te = 3.04% and dBe/Be = 3.85% respectively. The comparison of
our calculated value of re for the (5) X = 1/2 [(1)4P] state with that
of Steimle and Virgo [5] shows an excellent agreement with a rel-
ative difference dre/re = 4.71%. From the calculated energies, the SO
splitting DE (E(X) � E(X0)) evaluated at the well positions for the



Table 3
Equilibrium internuclear distances re, transition energies Te, rotational constants Be and harmonic frequencies, xe, for X states of the molecule YS.

(n)X[(k)2S+1K] Te (cm�1) dTe/Te re (Å) dre/re Be (cm�1) dBe/Be xe (cm�1) dxe/xe (%)

(1)1/2 [X2R+] 0.00a 2.311a 0.13391a 500.64a

2.2802(DF) b 1.3% 461(DF) b 8.5
2.2717(Exp) b 1.4% 492.7d 1.6
2.3003c 0.5% 508c 1.4

(2)1/2 [(1)2P] 1st Min 12908a 2.356a 0.12884a 505.55a

13312.744e 3.04% 0.1340093e 3.85%
2nd Min 12799a 2.523a 0.11233a 604.12a

(3)1/2[(2)2R+] 14105a 2.370a 0.12672a 440.67a 2.0
449.7d

(4)1/2[(2)2P] 14333a 2.409a 0.12325a 656.78a

(5)1/2[(1)4P] 18289a 2.612a 4.71% 0.10474a 347.72a 4.8
2.49510b 365.3c

(6)1/2[(3)2P] 18899a 2.662a 0.10135a 475.75a

(7)1/2[(1)4R+] 20065a 2.609a 0.10469a 304.50a

(8)1/2[(1)4D] 20787a 2.619a 0.10418a 417.08a

(9)1/2[(3)2R+] 21317a 2.634a 0.10279a 252.26a

(10)1/2[(1)4R�] 21418a 2.619a 0.10426a 367.26a

(11)1/2[(2)4P] 21755a 2.646a 0.10202a 385.60a

(12)1/2[(2)4P] 22241a 2.652a 0.10394a 305.83a

(13)1/2[(1) 2R�] 22369a 2.642a 0.10238a 408.56a

(14)1/2[(5)2P] 22905a 2.616a 0.10434a 473.20a

(15)1/2[(2)2R�] 24389a 2.651a 0.10204a 329.48a

(16)1/2[(4)2R+] 24729a 2.654a 0.09453a 877.48a

(17)1/2[(2) 2R�] 25679a 2.558a 0.10931a 661.27a

(18)1/2[(6)2P] 26844a 2.553a 0.10972a 843.83a

(19)1/2[(2)4D] 30689a 2.649a 0.10179a 361.35a

(1)3/2[(1)2D] 11288a 2.361a 0.12833a 461.66a

(2)3/2[(1)2P] 1st Min 13389a 2.343a 0.13017a 523.28a

2nd Min 12885a 2.501a 0.11437a 591.64a

(3)3/2[(2)2P] 14332a 2.409a 0.12325a 656.78a

(4)3/2[(1)4P] 18269a 2.612a 0.10478a 343.17a

(5)3/2[(1)4U] 18373a 2.614a 0.10461a 429.76a

(6)3/2[(3)2P] 20088a 2.636a 0.14557a 285.47a

(7)3/2[(1)4R+] 19168a 2.644a 0.10211a 400.45a

(8)3/2[(1)4D] 21046a 2.636a 0.10293a 168.26a

(9)3/2[(2)2D] 21240a 2.615a 0.10452a 514.01a

(10)3/2[(1)4R�] 21665a 2.552a 0.10882a 409.34a

(11)3/2[(4)2P] 22220a 2.619a 0.10451a 305.97a

(12) 3/2 [(2)4P] 22253a 2.599a 0.10570a 510.38a

(13)3/2[(5)2P] 23073a 2.725a 0.98755a 76.635a

(14)3/2[(6)2P] 26702a 2.588a 0.10670a 575.88a

(15)3/2[(2)4D] 30535a 2.651a 0.12000a 642.55a

(1)5/2[(1)2D] 12972a 2.506a 0.11398a 526.98a

(2)5/2[(1)4P] 18275a 2.612a 0.10473a 364.31a

(3)5/2[(1)4U] 18419a 2.628a 0.10326a 336.18a

(4)5/2[(1)2U] 18412a 2.620a 0.10407a 417.90a

(5)5/2[(1)4D] 20857a 2.616a 0.10440a 492.60a

(6)5/2[(2)2D] 21375a 2.616a 0.10443a 384.13a

(7)5/2[(2)2U] 21501a 2.611a 0.10484a 731.26a

(8)5/2[(2)4P] 21865a 2.660a 0.10097a 309.40a

(9)5/2[(3)2D] 24464a 2.649a 0.10192a 602.96a

(10)5/2[(2)4D] 30180a 2.645a 0.10205a 329.48a

(11)5/2[(1)4C] 30305a 2.627a 0.10358a 324.53a

(12)5/2[(3)2U] 31249a 2.631a 0.10323a 318.71a

(1)7/2[(1)4U] 18353a 2.613a 0.10463a 424.57a

(2)7/2[(1)2U] 18701a 2.624a 0.10376a 320.35a

(3)7/2[(1)4D] 21126a 2.626a 0.10368a 337.05a

(4)7/2[(2)2U] 21683a 2.626a 0.10364a 355.96a

(5)7/2[(2)4D] 30088a 2.594a 0.10559a 366.91a

(6)7/2[(1)4C] 30388a 2.641a 0.10230a 332.72a

(8)7/2[(3)2U] 31502a 2.594a 0.10619a 615.47a

(1)9/2[(1)4C] 30859a 2.620a 0.10353a 297.13a

Note: DF(c); Density Functional calculations in Ref. (c), (v = 0) (c) results are for the zero vibrational level in Ref. c, Exp(c); Experimental results in Ref. (c).
a First entry is for the values of the present work with 3 valence electrons.
b Ref. [5].
c Ref. [4].
d Ref. [7].
e Ref. [9].
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quartet states 4R±, 4P, 4U, 4C, for which we were able to identify,
are listed in Table 4 and Fig. 5. The summation of the splitting in
each of the considered is represented by DEtot. No comparison of
these values with other results since they are calculated here for
the first time.
Knowledge of the components of the dipole moment l along
the molecular fixed axis is essential for relative intensity predic-
tions of pure rotational transitions [21]. Its utility is also in the con-
struction of the molecular orbital based models of bonding and its
variation with changes in geometry enters into the description of



Table 4
Calculation of the spin–orbit splitting (in cm�1) at the energy minima for the quartet
states of the molecule YS.

Parent state 2s+1K X X0 DE = E(X) � E(X0) DEtot = R DE

(1)4P 1/2 3/2 20 26
3/2 5/2 6

(1)4R+ 1/2 3/2 897 897
(1)4D 1/2 3/2 259 718

3/2 5/2 189
5/2 7/2 268

(1)4R� 1/2 3/2 246 246
(2)4P 1/2 3/2 12 400

3/2 5/2 388
(2)4D 1/2 3/2 153 600

3/2 5/2 355
5/2 7/2 92

(1)4U 3/2 5/2 45 111
5/2 7/2 65

(1)4C 5/2 7/2 83 668
7/2 9/2 471
9/2 11/2 113
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light-matter interaction in resonant spectroscopy [21]. Recently,
the availability of experimentally well determined values for l
has become increasingly more important in the assessment of
ab initio and semi empirical electronic structure calculations for
molecules. The quantum mechanical operator is a simple sum of
(1)2Δ  11330 cm -1

2Δ5/2  12972   

2Δ3/2  11287    

ΔE = 1685

(1) 4Δ 20876 cm-1

4Δ5/2  20787

4Δ1/2 20857   

4Δ3/2  21046   

ΔE = 338

4Δ7/2  21125  

(2)4  30245 cm-1

4Δ1/2 30688  

4Δ3/2 30535 

4Δ5/2     30180

4Δ7/2 30088

ΔE =600

1)2Φ  18525cm-1

2Φ7/2  18701

ΔE =290

2Φ5/2  18411 

Fig. 5. Spin–orbit splitting occurring in the ele
one-electron operator; its expectation value is sensitive to the nat-
ure of the least energetic and most chemically relevant valence
electrons [21]. Accordingly, a comparison of the experimental
and theoretical values of l is a sensitive test of the general
predictive quality of the computational methodology. Yttrium
monosulfide is a particularly apt candidate in this respect, since
the metal–ligand bond is expected to contain both covalent and io-
nic contributions to a significant extent [5]. The permanent dipole
moment curves for the investigated states 2s+1K±, X of the YS mol-
ecule have been drawn in Figs. 6–8, within the internuclear dis-
tance range of 2.1 Å 6 r 6 2.84 Å. The calculated permanent
dipole moments l, with three valence electrons, at the equilibrium
internuclear distance of these states are given in Table 5 along with
the available theoretical and experimental values in literature (the
values of the dipole moments calculated using seven valence elec-
trons are given in supplementary material). The comparison of our
calculated values with those obtained experimentally by James
and Simard [7] shows very good agreement with relative differ-
ences Dl/l = 4.6% and 2.3% respectively for the ground X2R+ and
(2)2R+ states. The agreement is always good by comparing these
values with those calculated by DFT techniques [4] with relative
differences of 3.5% and 1.8% for the ground X2R+ and (1)4U states.
The calculated values of dipole moment by Langhoff et al. [6] com-
pared to our values shows a very good agreement for the states
(1)2D and (1)2Q 1st Min with relative differences 0.5% and 3.9%
respectively while this difference becomes larger for the ground
(1)2∏   13231  cm-1
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(2) 4∏ 22185 cm-1
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ΔE =389

(3)2∏ 19051 cm-1

2∏3/2   20088

2∏1/2   18899

ΔE 
=1189 

ctronic states of the YS molecule in cm�1.
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Fig. 6. Permanent dipole moment curves for the states (1)2D, X2P+, (2)2P+, (2)2D, (3)2P+, (3)2D of the molecule YS.
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Fig. 7. Permanent dipole moment curves for the states (1)2P, (2)2P, (3)2P, (4)2P, (5)2P, (6)2P, (1)2U, (2)2U, (3)2U of the molecule YS.

Fig. 8. Permanent dipole moment curves for the spin orbit state (1) 1/2, (2) 1/2, (4) 1/2, (5)5/2, (2) 5/2, (2) 7/2 of the molecule YS.
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Table 5
The permanent dipole moment for the lowest 25 electronic states of YS at the
equilibrium internuclear distance of the ground state r = 2.32 Å.

State 2s+1K |l| (Debye) dl=l (%) r (Å)

X2P+ 5.818a 2.311
6.098b 4.6
5.623DFc 3.5
6.397d 9.0

(1)2D 9.723a 2.363
9.773d 0.5

(1)2Q 1st Min 6.408a 2.356
6.35e 0.9
6.165d 3.9

(1)2Q 2nd Min 2.369a 2.541
(2)2Q 4.564a 2.429
(2) 2P+ 4.677a 2.363

4.572b 2.3
(1)4U 3.513a 2.615

3.45DFc 1.8
(1)4Q 4.124a 2.618
(1)2U 4.157a 2.633
(3)2Q 2.103a 2.628
(1)4P+ 2.450a 2.628
(1)4D 2.494a 2.615
(2)2U 2.019a 2.623
(4)2Q 0.852a 2.626
(2)2D 6.481a 2.626
(1)4P- 2.644a 2.632
(3)2P+ 2.690a 2.624
(1)2P� 2.535a 2.630
(2)4Q 0.776a 2.621
(5)2Q 3.489a 2.631
(3)2D 4.272a 2.661
(2)2P� 4.742a 2.671
(6)2Q 3.436a 2.624
(1)4C 5.146a 2.664
(2)4D 5.077a 2.660
(3)2U 3.690a 2.682

a First entry is for the values of the present work with three valence electrons.
b Ref. [10].
c Ref. [5].
d Ref. [4].
e Ref. [11].
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states which is equal 9.0%. An excellent agreement is obtained for
the state (1)2Q 1st Min by comparing our value with that obtained
experimentally by Steimle and Virgo [5] with relative difference of
0.5%.

The canonical functions approach [22–26] have been used to
calculate, for the ab initio potentials curves of the molecule YS,
the vibrational energies Ev, the rotational constants Bv and the cen-
trifugal distortion constants Dv for the 25 bound states in the rep-
resentation 2S+1K(±) and 51 electronic states in the representation
X(±). Then by using the calculated vibrational eigenvalues of energy
and the potential energy curves of the investigated states, the turn-
ing points rmin and rmax for each vibrational level were determined.
The values of these constants for six states in the representation
2s+1K(±) and seven states in the representation X(±) are reported
in Tables 6–9 (as example and given in supplementary materials).
The remaining vibrational energy values for the other electronic
states in YS are available upon request with the authors. The com-
parison of our results with the available data of James et al. [4] in
literature shows a very good agreement for the rotational constant
Bv with a relative difference dBv/Bv equal 4.1% and 3.9% for v = 0 of
the X2P+ and (2)2P+ states respectively. The agreement is also
good for the centrifugal distortion constant Dv with relative differ-
ence 2.9% for v = 0 of the ground state. James et al. [4] calculated
also the eigenvalues of the states (2)2P+ for the three vibrational
levels v = 0, 1, 2. The comparison of these values with our results
shows again a very good agreement with average relative differ-
ence 4.1%. The vibration rotation of the four states (1)4D, (1)2P�,
(5)2Q, (2)4D have not been investigated due to the lack in the lit-
erature of the extrapolation study of the potential energy curves
for these states

4. Conclusion

A theoretical investigation of the lowest states of YS molecule
have been performed via CASSCF/MRCI calculations for 55 elec-
tronic states in the representation X(±) with spin orbit effect. To
the best of our knowledge, the only X2R+, B2R, A2P1/2, A2P3/2

and 4P±1/2 states have been observed experimentally. The potential
energy curves, the spectroscopic constants, the permanent dipole
moment and the rovibrational data have been obtained for the
investigated states where the comparison with the available exper-
imental data shows very good agreement which may confirm the
validity and the accuracy of the newly studied states. The investi-
gation of these new valid excited electronic states with spin orbit
effect may leads to the investigation of new experimental works
on this molecule.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemphys.
2012.12.011.
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